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Understanding the collective behavior of strongly correlated electrons in materials remains a cen-
tral problem in many-particle quantum physics. A minimal description of these systems is provided
by the disordered Fermi-Hubbard model (DFHM), which incorporates the interplay of motion in a
disordered lattice with local inter-particle interactions. Despite its minimal elements, many dynam-
ical properties of the DFHM are not well understood, owing to the complexity of systems combining
out-of-equilibrium behavior, interactions, and disorder in higher spatial dimensions. Here, we study
the relaxation dynamics of doubly occupied lattice sites in the three-dimensional (3D) DFHM using
interaction-quench measurements on a quantum simulator composed of fermionic atoms confined in
an optical lattice. In addition to observing the widely studied effect of disorder inhibiting relaxation,
we find that the cooperation between strong interactions and disorder also leads to the emergence
of a dynamical regime characterized by disorder-enhanced relaxation. To support these results, we
develop an approximate numerical method and a phenomenological model that each capture the
essential physics of the decay dynamics. Our results provide a theoretical framework for a previ-
ously inaccessible regime of the DFHM and demonstrate the ability of quantum simulators to enable
understanding of complex many-body systems through minimal models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strong disorder and interactions are known to give rise
to the celebrated Anderson and Mott metal–insulator
transitions. In an Anderson insulator, a random spa-
tial potential localizes non-interacting particles through
destructive interference [1, 2], while for a unit-filled Mott
insulator, strong repulsive interactions create an energy
gap that prevents particle motion [3]. The combined
presence of disorder and interactions in many physical
systems poses the open challenge of understanding the in-
terplay between these vastly different localization mech-
anisms [4, 5]. The development of highly tunable and
isolated quantum simulators, such as ultracold atoms
trapped in optical lattices, has created new opportuni-
ties to experimentally study this long-standing problem
using a minimal model combining both elements: the
disordered Fermi-Hubbard model (DFHM) [6].
A potential result of combined disorder and inter-
actions in isolated systems is many-body localization
(MBL), in which relaxation to thermal equilibrium is pre-
vented by sufficiently strong disorder [7–10]. Despite a
concerted theoretical effort in recent years and several
experimental results for one-dimensional chains [11–14],
many questions still remain regarding the nature of this
phenomenon. This shortcoming is especially true for sys-
tems with more than one spatial dimension, although
initial experimental studies with atoms in two and three-
∗ Authors W.M. and S.R.M. contributed equally to this work.
dimensional optical lattices have also observed slow dy-
namics consistent with MBL [15–17].
Another mechanism that can suppress relaxation
emerges in the strongly interacting regime of the DFHM:
the formation of quasi-bound doubly occupied sites (i.e.,
doublons), which slowly decay in a clean lattice through
high-order processes that generate many low-energy exci-
tations [18, 19]. The effect of disorder on doublon relax-
ation is largely unexplored. Reconciling the interplay of
slow dynamics caused by doublon binding and disorder-
induced localization is critical to obtaining a more com-
plete understanding of thermalization in the DFHM, in-
cluding the possibility of MBL. However, advancing this
frontier demands exploring the highly non-trivial regime
characterized by comparable disorder and interaction en-
ergies.
Here, we investigate how strong interactions and dis-
order compete and cooperate to affect the far-from-
equilibrium dynamics of the three-dimensional DFHM.
Using a quantum simulator of fermionic atoms in an op-
tical lattice, we perform measurements of doublon relax-
ation following an interaction quench and use the result-
ing decay times to characterize the system behavior. Ex-
ploring the parameter regime from interaction-dominated
to disorder-dominated behavior, we are able to classify
the dynamics in terms of two distinct regimes: disorder-
suppressed relaxation at strong disorder, and disorder-
enhanced relaxation at weaker disorder. The latter effect
has not previously been observed in a quantum simulator
platform and may be related to disorder-driven insulator-
metal transitions observed in certain correlated materials
[20, 21]. We compare our results to beyond-mean-field
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2FIG. 1. Experimental setup. i: A nonequilibrium doublon population for atoms in two spin states is prepared in a 3D cubic
lattice using an interaction quench. ii: The atoms are described by the disordered Fermi-Hubbard model (Eq. 1), which
involves tunneling with amplitude t, doublon formation with interaction energy U , and a local disordered energy offset  with
an exponential distribution ρ () characterized by disorder strength ∆. iii: While the full dynamics of the system involve the
interplay of doublons and single atoms, the case of an isolated doublon is useful for intuition about the dynamical regimes. For
weak disorder (compared to U), the decay of doublons into pairs of single atoms is suppressed by the gap between the doublon
and single-particle energies. Moderate disorder can enhance the decay rate by creating resonant pairs of sites with an energy
difference comparable to U . However, sufficiently strong disorder can hinder decay by suppressing diffusion to these resonant
sites.
numerical simulations of the quantum dynamics, which
capture many features of our observed results and suggest
the creation of resonances in the lattice by the disorder as
the physical origin of this disorder-enhanced regime. We
further supplement this picture by developing a simple
phenomenological model that incorporates both disorder-
enhanced and disorder-suppressed mechanisms for dou-
blon decay.
II. MEASURING AND SIMULATING
RELAXATION
We employ an optical lattice experimental platform
(Fig. 1) described in previous work [15]. Two spin states
(denoted |↑〉 and |↓〉) of fermionic 40K atoms are trapped
in a cubic lattice superimposed with 532 nm optical
speckle disorder. This system realizes the DFHM with
confinement (Fig. 1):
H =
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(
−tij cˆ†jσciσ + h.c.
)
+
∑
i
Uini↓ni↑
+
∑
i,σ
(
i +
1
2
mω2r2i
)
niσ.
(1)
Here, σ indexes the two spin states, tij is the tunnel-
ing energy between sites i and j (restricted to nearest-
neighbors, indicated by 〈i, j〉), Ui is the on-site interac-
tion energy, i is the local disordered energy offset, ω is
the harmonic confinement, m is the atomic mass, and
ri is the distance of site i from the trap center. The
single-particle bandwidth is 12t in the absence of disor-
der. The applied speckle potential creates disorder in the
t, U , and  terms, leading to distributions of these Hub-
bard parameters with widths that depend on the optical
power [22, 23]. We characterize the disorder strength by
∆, which is approximately equal to the standard devi-
ation of the  distribution (Fig. 1(ii)). The influence
of spatial correlations in the disorder potential is weak,
since the correlation length of the speckle field is smaller
than two lattice spacings along every lattice direction.
Because of the harmonic confinement, all measurements
are averaged over a density profile that varies from an
estimated occupancy 〈n〉 = 0.5 at the center of the trap
to zero at the edges of the system.
To probe far-from-equilibrium doublon dynamics, we
measure the population of atoms in doubly occupied sites
following a quench in which the interactions are reversed
from attractive to repulsive using a Feshbach resonance.
Before the quench, the gas is in equilibrium with an ener-
getically favorable doublon population. Afterwards, the
doublons become excitations that can decay by breaking
apart into a pair of single atoms (“singles”). The atomic
doublon population is allowed to evolve in a disordered
lattice by turning on the optical speckle field following
3the interaction quench. After a variable time, the dou-
blon population is measured by mapping each doublon to
a tightly bound Feshbach molecule and selectively trans-
ferring the |↓〉 atom in each molecule to an ancillary spin
state using an rf sweep (see Appendix A 1). Alterna-
tively, we can selectively transfer and image only atoms
from singles, which allows us to separate doublon decay
from overall number loss.
In all regimes, the doublon population decreases fol-
lowing the quench with a rate sensitive to the disorder
strength. Typical results at different disorder strengths
are shown in Fig. 2. To quantify the decay, we fit the
data to a model that describes exponential doublon decay
with a time constant τ and that includes overall parti-
cle number loss (see Appendix A 1). While we find that
this fit provides a reasonable characterization of the de-
cay timescale, the functional form of the relaxation is un-
known beyond the clean limit. We therefore turn towards
numerics to provide an interpretation of the timescale
with disorder present.
The large scale and dimensionality of our system, as
well as the far-from-equilibrium nature of the dynam-
ics, preclude exact numerical studies and commonly em-
ployed approximate techniques, such as DMRG or diag-
onalization methods. Furthermore, the fermionic sign
problem forbids use of quantum Monte Carlo meth-
ods. We therefore develop a numerical method—a
generalized discrete truncated Wigner approximation
(GDTWA) [24–26]—to simulate the relaxation process.
The GDTWA approach invokes a factorization of the
density matrix ρˆ of the many-body system over individ-
ual lattice sites i, ρˆ =
⊗
i ρˆi. Furthermore, random sam-
pling of initial conditions from a discrete semiclassical
phase space accounts for quantum noise.
More specifically, we can fully describe the reduced
state ρˆi at lattice site i (with a four-dimensional local
Hilbert space spanned by basis states {|↑↓〉 , |↑〉 , |↓〉 , |0〉})
by a 16-dimensional vector ~λi, so that ρˆi =
∑
α λ
α
i Λˆ
α
i for
a complete basis of local observables {Λˆαi }. Inserting
the product state ansatz into the von Neumann equa-
tion ∂tρˆ = −i~[Hˆ, ρˆ] results in a set nonlinear differential
equations describing the evolution of each ~λi, and which
may be numerically integrated to obtain the mean field
dynamics. While this ansatz retains full information re-
garding the strong on-site Hubbard correlations, such a
solution describes a product state at all instances in time
and therefore neglects the important cross-site quantum
correlations responsible for doublon decay. In fact, for
an initial product state of definite particle number and
spin, the mean field solution results in no dynamics for
this system.
To capture the buildup of quantum correlations be-
tween sites, we instead describe the initial value of each
~λi as a probability distribution over a discrete phase
space that samples over all allowed values for each ob-
servable in our local basis (see Appendix B). Averaging
independently evolved sets of randomly sampled initial
conditions from this distribution yields a highly non-
trivial solution for the dynamics (owing to the nonlin-
ear nature of the dynamical equations) and describes the
evolution to a correlated state exhibiting entanglement
[24, 26]. This approximation, while only rigorously valid
at short times, has demonstrated the ability to provide
accurate results in generic spin models at longer times
and properly capture quantum thermalization of local ob-
servables [24, 27, 28]. Here, for the first time, we adapt
the GDTWA to model DFHM dynamics and we provide
benchmarks for its applicability in Appendix B.
The GDTWA results, shown as traces in Fig. 2, ap-
proximately capture the observed changes in doublon
population decay with applied disorder. The GDTWA
dynamics also allow us to determine, within the assump-
tions of the technique, the extent to which τ accurately
characterizes the relaxation timescale. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, we observe qualitative differences between the
measurements and simulations, which tend to exhibit a
faster initial decay (over timescales ~/t) before transi-
tioning to a slower decay on longer timescales that is well
fit by an exponential decay. Nonetheless, by constrain-
ing the initial doublon fraction in the fitted exponential
decay to the measured value, we are able to obtain a rea-
sonable exponential fit of the entire dynamical curve that
is used to extract a consistent relaxation timescale. The
resulting effective timescale incorporates both the initial
non-exponential features and the subsequent exponential
decay (see Appendix B, Fig. 9).
To account for the spatially varying trap density and
variations in the initial preparation, which affects the
equilibrium doublon density, we choose initial singles
densities for the simulations that yield best fits to the
experimental data. These best-fit singles densities in the
simulations are generally consistent with the experimen-
tally measured single density at the trap center, except
at small disorders where GDTWA does not fully capture
the decay processes associated with the clean system and
thus results in a much larger equilibrium doublon density
for all initial singles densities, as evidenced in Fig. 2(i)
(see also Appendix B). However, we have also confirmed
that the relaxation timescale is not strongly influenced by
the average density nor the spatial profile of the gas in the
regime of interest (see Appendix B, Fig. 8). These ob-
servations support characterizing the doublon relaxation
dynamics by a single parameter τ : τ primarily depends
on the interplay of disorder with interactions and tunnel-
ing and is insensitive to parameters that may fluctuate
or have some uncertainty in the experiment.
III. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMICAL REGIMES
The dependence of τ on disorder is shown in Fig. 3;
the qualitative features are shared by experiment and
numerics. Strikingly, we find that applying disorder first
causes the relaxation time τ to rapidly decrease. For the
clean system, τ is substantially longer than the single-
4FIG. 2. Examples of experimental and numerical doublon relaxation data. Sample traces of the doublon population vs. time
for different disorder strengths are shown for experimental measurements (points); the error bars give the statistical standard
error of the mean for averaging over multiple measurements. The fits used to extract τ are shown using solid lines. The
finite offset value at long times reflects the equilibrium doublon population; see Appendix A 1 and Fig. 5. The corresponding
GDTWA simulation (see Appendix B) is displayed as a shaded region that shows the standard error of the mean from disorder
and trajectory averaging. The horizontal axis for panel iv (the strongest disorder) is compressed to bring the slow decay into
view, and all data are taken at U/12t = 1.8 (corresponding to a 12 ER lattice depth in the experiment).
particle tunneling time ~/t, which is consistent with
previous studies that identified doublons as repulsively
bound pairs [18, 19, 29–31]. However, disorder causes
τ to decrease to a minimum value comparable to the
tunneling time ~/t at a disorder value near ∆ ∼ U/2.
While the complementary phenomenon of interaction-
driven delocalization has been observed in similar sys-
tems [11, 15, 32], to our knowledge this is the first ob-
servation of a disorder-driven increase in relaxation in a
quantum simulator with a high degree of isolation and
tunability.
As ∆ is increased beyond U , τ eventually increases,
growing by over two orders of magnitude at the strongest
disorder we can apply in the experiment. The separation
into two dynamical regimes (distinguished by the slope
of τ with ∆) combined with the crossover at ∆ ∼ U
suggest that the dynamics are controlled by competing
mechanisms arising from interactions and disorder.
We can understand these dynamical regimes using
a minimal model of diffusing doublons in a disordered
environment. In this model, the interchange between
doublon–hole pairs and pairs of opposite-spin singles is
controlled by a set of reaction–diffusion (R-D) equations.
The R-D model (see Appendix C) augments the classi-
cal continuum diffusion equation for each particle species
with a source term that converts a doublon–hole to a
single–single combination, only when the local parame-
ters allow this process to be resonant. In particular, our
model requires the local energy difference arising from
the speckle disorder to lie within a window of width
5FIG. 3. Dynamical regimes of doublon relaxation. The doublon lifetime τ shows a strong non-monotonic dependence on
disorder, first decreasing (green region, labeled 1) and then increasing (blue region, labeled 2) with larger disorder strength.
The measurements (points) are compared to numerical GDTWA simulations (crosses). The error bars for the experimental
data provide the standard error of the fit used to determine τ , while the error bars for the GDTWA numerical data are smaller
than the symbols. The solid line represents a fit of the measurements to the analytical reaction–diffusion model with a diffusion
constant that decreases monotonically with disorder. The lifetime for atom number loss in the experiment τloss (dash–dotted
line) is independent of disorder and well separated from the doublon dynamics timescale. The labels i.–iv. indicate the values
of ∆/U corresponding to panels i.–iv. of Fig. 2.
∼ t around U (see Fig. 1). The doublon diffusion co-
efficients are taken to decrease monotonically with disor-
der strength, as increasingly large local energy differences
will inhibit doublon transport throughout the lattice.
The R-D model gives the decay rate 1/τ as a product
of the effective diffusion rate Deff and the probability
Preaction for a conversion between a doublon–hole pair
and two singles (↑ and ↓):
1/τ = Preaction ×Deff. (2)
The probability of a reaction per site encountered (de-
rived in Appendix C) is modeled as
Preaction = p+ exp (−U/∆) sinh
(√
2zt/∆
)
, (3)
where p is a small (i.e., of order 0.01) parameter cor-
responding to reactions in the clean limit, and z is the
lattice coordination number. The effective diffusion co-
efficient Deff gives the rate (linear in time) at which new
sites are sampled by any particular doublon. We expect
Deff to decrease rapidly with disorder since it is controlled
by the doublon diffusion constant. Even in the asymptot-
ically localized phase predicted at large disorder (where
doublon diffusion vanishes), Deff should be supplemented
by an additional small velocity that allows sampling of
sites within the finite localization length.
The exact dependence of diffusion Deff on disorder
∆/U is not qualitatively important as long as Deff de-
creases monotonically to a very small or vanishing value.
In Fig. 3, we choose a diffusion coefficient that decreases
exponentially with disorder. For this functional form,
the best-fit value for Deff is of order t/~ at low disor-
der (4±1 t/~) and is reduced by a factor of over 100
(to 0.02±0.008 t/~) at the highest ∆. We find that an
algebraically decaying diffusion coefficient yields quan-
titatively similar decay rates at all measured disorder
strengths. The combined expression for the decay rate
1/τ within this reaction–diffusion model explains the two
relaxation regimes as follows.
In regime 1 (∆ . U), increasing disorder leads to de-
creasing decay times. This regime is controlled by the
reaction probability Preaction. In the clean limit, the re-
6action rate is greatly suppressed by the strong interaction
energy U , and doublon decay occurs slowly. However, as
the disorder strength increases, the tail of the local energy
distribution allows for a finite probability of an adjacent
site energy difference of order U . By compensating the
interaction energy U through this mechanism, the disor-
der produces a quantum resonance that allows the decay
reaction to proceed with high probability, thereby result-
ing in fast doublon relaxation.
In regime 2 (∆ & U), increasing disorder leads to in-
creasing decay times. This regime is controlled by the dif-
fusion constant Deff, which becomes heavily suppressed
by localization effects produced by the large disorder.
To a lesser extent, the gradual suppression of the reac-
tion probability due to fewer resonances also contributes
to the behavior in this regime. Recent theoretical work
suggests that, aside from rare region fluctuations, diffu-
sion should vanish at sufficiently large disorder and signal
an asymptotic many-body localized phase [10]. The diffu-
sion in the 3D interacting system is an unknown function
of the disorder ratio to the bandwidth ∆/12t and inter-
actions ∆/U , but dimensional considerations suggest a
reduction when the ratios become of order unity, consis-
tent with the observations Fig. 3. While the experimen-
tal data cannot distinguish between Deff = 0 and Deff
saturating to a finite small value, we can robustly con-
clude that diffusion must be highly inhibited in regime
2.
IV. CONCLUSION
Quantum many-body systems involving interactions
and disorder can exhibit emergent behavior that, espe-
cially in two and three dimensions, is challenging to pre-
dict from first principles. By experimentally construct-
ing a DFHM quantum simulator in a 3D optical lattice,
we are able to study the dynamical out-of-equilibrium
behavior of doublons across vastly different scales of dis-
order and interactions. Remarkably, we find that con-
structing a simple model for this extraordinarily compli-
cated system is possible using reaction–diffusion equa-
tions that are analytically solvable. We devise a numeri-
cal approach that captures the same physical effects and
shows quantitative agreement with the experiment.
Intriguing open questions remain to be explored. In
the intermediate disorder regime (∆ ∼ U), the observed
fast doublon relaxation may be related to the behavior
of “bad metals” [33, 34], which can be characterized by
a lack of conserved excitations [35]. Because the rapid
doublon decay can be understood as a consequence of
disorder disrupting the gap in the single-particle spec-
trum, spectroscopic measurements in this regime could
identify a disorder-created pseudogap in the density of
states [20, 21]. As a practical tool, the fast disorder-
mediated thermalization that we observe also suggests an
approach to avoid challenges in the adiabatic preparation
of strongly correlated atomic gases [36]. In the strong dis-
order regime, our measurements imply a suppression of
particle transport as disorder is increased. However, we
are unable to distinguish whether this behavior is a man-
ifestation of slow diffusion or a signature of asymptotic
many-body localization. Further experiments could clar-
ify this difference and extend the results of Ref. [15] to
the U/12t > 1 regime.
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Appendix A: Experimental details
1. Parameters
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FIG. 4. Experimental atom number loss rate. The measured
loss rate 1/τloss is shown for various lattice depths s and dis-
order strengths. Both the lattice depth and disorder are mea-
sured in units of the recoil energy of the lattice (ER). The
loss rate scales linearly with lattice depth and is independent
of disorder strength. This behavior is consistent with off-
resonant scattering of lattice light as the dominant loss mech-
anism. The slope of a linear fit (solid line, constrained to have
no intercept) is 0.0238± 0.0005 (s ·ER)−1. We use this fit to
determine the value of τloss used in the fitting model (Eqs.
A1-A4) for data sets in which only the doublon population is
measured.
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FIG. 5. Disorder dependence of steady-state doublon frac-
tion (Nd,eq/Ntot), corresponding to the data in Fig. 3. The
steady-state doublon population Nd,eq is extracted from the
fits to the doublon data, and corrected for finite imaging effi-
ciency, while the total number in one spin Ntot is measured in
separate experimental runs. Error bars are the standard error
of the fit. The dashed line is an atomic limit calculation for
equilibrium at the initial temperature and number of atoms.
We use a balanced mixture of the
|F = 9/2,mF = −9/2〉 and |9/2,−7/2〉 40K spin
states, which are denoted as |↑〉 and |↓〉. Typical starting
conditions are 100,000 atoms at T/TF = 0.4 (T = 100
nK). The atoms are initially confined in a 1064 nm
optical trap with the interactions tuned to be attractive
(scattering length as = −75.8 a0, where a0 is the Bohr
radius) using the Feshbach resonance near 202.1 G [37].
We load the atoms into a 3D cubic optical lattice with
lattice depth s = 12 ER, where ER = h
2/(2mλ2) is the
recoil energy (m is the atomic mass and λ = 782.2 nm
is the lattice wavelength). The state of the gas before
the interaction quench is fixed for the data in this
study. The quench is realized by increasing the magnetic
field by 7 G over 100 µs, after which as = 61.7 a0
and U/12t = 1.8 (see Appendix A 3 for data at other
interaction strengths).
Immediately after the quench, the disorder is turned
on over 1 ms with a strength ranging from 0–1.2 ER. The
disorder is generated by a 532 nm speckle laser beam cre-
ated using a holographic diffuser [15, 38]. The strength
of the disorder ∆ is tuned by controlling the 532 nm
optical power and is equal to the standard deviation of
the disorder potential. The disorder ramp rate is cho-
sen to be adiabatic relative to the lattice band gap, but
fast compared to the doublon decay rate in the absence
of disorder. The rapid turn-on of the disorder may in-
duce disorder-dependent heating of the atoms. Using an
indirect thermometry method, in which we measure the
size of the gas after adiabatic turnoff of the lattice and
disorder potential, we infer that this effect changes the
temperature by less than 20%.
After a variable hold time thold, the lattice potential
depth is quickly ramped to 30 ER to freeze the density
distribution, and the disorder is removed by turning off
the 532 nm light. The doublon population is measured
by ramping the magnetic field across the Feshbach res-
onance to associate doublons into molecules [39], selec-
tively transferring the |↓〉 atom in each molecule to the
ancillary |9/2,−5/2〉 state with an rf pulse, and imaging
only the atoms in the ancillary state. Before imaging,
we remove all atoms in the |↓〉 and |↑〉 spin states us-
ing a combination of rf sweeps and resonant light pulses.
Then, the atoms in the ancillary state are transferred to
the | ↑〉 state to be imaged on a closed transition. We
can also image only the |↓〉 atom singles instead of dou-
blons by changing the rf pulse to be resonant with the
spin transition for free atoms instead of molecules.
2. Fitting model
We extract τ using a fit to a rate model:
N˙d = N˙d,neq + N˙d,eq, (A1)
N˙d,neq = −1
τ
Nd,neq − 1
τloss
Nd,neq, (A2)
N˙d,eq = − 1
τloss
Nd,eq, (A3)
N˙s↓ = − 1
τloss
Ns↓ +
1
τ
Nd,neq. (A4)
This model describes a non-equilibrium population of
doublons Nd,neq that dissociate to create Ns↓ singles |↓〉
(along with undetected |↑〉 atoms) at a rate 1/τ , a steady-
state population of doublons Nd,eq, and overall number
loss at rate 1/τloss. For the longest doublon lifetimes
sampled in this work, we perform a simultaneous fit to
the changes in the doublon and singles populations to
extract τ , while for the shorter lifetimes we find that the
singles provide no additional constraint. Measurements
of τloss, which primarily depends on the lattice depth,
are shown in Fig. 4.
The fit values for Nd,eq are shown in Fig. 5. Unlike the
measurements of τ presented in the main text, these are
only physically meaningful given knowledge of the imag-
ing efficiency. Experimentally, we find that this efficiency
is lower (by approximately a factor of 2) for measurement
of doublons than for singles, which we attribute primar-
ily to inelastic decay of Feshbach molecules during the
imaging procedure. Therefore, to arrive at an equilib-
rium doublon fraction, we scale the measured number by
the initial total atom number (in one spin state) and cor-
rect for the unequal imaging efficiencies of doublons and
singles by comparing their respective population changes
during decay. The resulting steady-state doublon frac-
tion is comparable to the result from an atomic limit
calculation at equilibrium (dashed line) [40]. This cal-
culation neglects the entropy generated by the quench,
which is expected to be substantially smaller than the
entropy present initially from finite temperature.
83. Dependence of τ on U/12t
By changing the lattice depth, we measure the depen-
dence of the relaxation on interaction strength, allowing
us to map out an experimental relaxation phase diagram.
We vary s from 12–15 ER, deep into the doped Mott insu-
lator regime at equilibrium [41]. For lower lattice depths,
the effect of the quench becomes too small to accurately
extract τ . The resulting data, along with the correspond-
ing numerical GDTWA calculations, are shown in Fig. 6
(we omit the reaction-diffusion model, as it provides a
model and fit, rather than an independent prediction).
For all values of U we observe the initial disorder-
driven decrease in relaxation time, both in experiment
and numerics. In both experiment and numerics, we also
see a strong dependence on disorder at low U , while at
high U the differences become washed out. However, dif-
ferences between experiment and numerics are also ev-
ident. For high U the regime of increasing relaxation
time appears to recede beyond accessible values of ∆ in
experiment.
For the strongest interactions (U/12t = 2.9, 4.2), the
measured lifetime in the clean limit is likely limited by
technical imperfections; the predicted elastic doublon de-
cay lifetimes for these points (using the scaling of Ref.
[18], which is consistent with our measurements at lower
U/12t) are one and nine seconds, respectively. However,
the numerics also do not capture this limit, in which the
decay mechanism is via higher-order processes [19]. More
generally, the experimental data may exhibit many-body
effects due to the finite filling and also finite temperature
effects, which are interesting subjects for future work.
Appendix B: Generalized Discrete Truncated
Wigner Approximation
To numerically simulate doublon dynamics, we adapt
the generalized discrete truncated Wigner approximation
(GDTWA) to our system [24]. We begin by choosing a
tensor product structure for the Hilbert space; for the
DFHM, we let each subspace correspond to the four-
dimensional Hilbert space for each lattice site with basis
{|↑↓〉 , |↑〉 , |↓〉 , |0〉}. We then invoke a factorization of the
density matrix as a function of time, ρˆ(t), along this ten-
sor product structure, resulting in
ρˆ(t) =
⊗
j
ρˆj(t). (B1)
This ansatz allows us to retain information regarding
the strong on-site correlations between spin species re-
sponsible for doublon formation, while treating tunnel-
ing induced correlations between sites in a semiclassical
manner. However, this method also implicitly invokes a
replacement of the anti-commuting fermionic operators
with commuting hardcore boson operators. Nonetheless,
we expect this to be a good approximation, given that the
doublon population relaxation dynamics are expected to
be highly insensitive to quantum statistics in the dilute
regime explored in the experiment.
In principle, it is possible to increase the size of each
Hilbert space in our product state factorization ansatz
(e.g., by including multiple lattice sites within each den-
sity matrix factor) and thus presumably increase the ac-
curacy of the simulated dynamics. However, the com-
putational cost associated with randomly sampling over
disorder distributions precludes the use of this strategy
in this work. Already, a cluster of only two sites requires
a description via 256 phase space variables per cluster.
We have performed limited simulations for select param-
eters using this clustering method, and generally found
that the resulting decay times are robust, though the
equilibrium doublon values are altered slightly.
The factorization approximation directly results in a
set of mean-field-like equations for variables λαj (t) ≡
〈Λˆαj (t)〉, where the Hermitian operators Λˆαj correspond
to the set of generalized Gell-Mann matrices (GGM) for
SU(4) (along with the identity matrix) with index α for
each lattice site j, which form a complete orthonormal
basis under a Hilbert-Schmidt norm for the observables
on j. The resulting mean-field equations are given by:
dλαj
dt
= i
∑
β
Mαβj λ
β
j (t) +
∑
β,β′,j′
Cαββ
′
jj′ λ
β
j (t)λ
β′
j′ (t)

(B2)
where, for a generic Hamiltonian written as Hˆ =
∑
j Hˆj+∑
jj′ Hˆjj′ , we have M
αβ
j = Tr
[
Λˆβj [Hˆj , Λˆ
α
j ]
]
and Cαββ
′
jj′ =
Tr
[
Λˆβj Λˆ
β′
j′ [Hˆjj′ , Λˆ
α
j ]
]
. We use the equations arising from
this approximation (which lead to trivial mean-field dy-
namics) to dynamically evolve multiple trajectories ran-
domly sampled from a phase space [24], with a sampling
distribution determined by the initial product state of the
system. Specifically, if each observable basis element has
eigendecomposition Λˆαj =
∑
a λ
α,[a]
j Pˆ
α,[a]
j for eigenvalue
λα,[a] and corresponding eigenspace projector Pˆ
α,[a]
j , then
for each trajectory we set λαj (0) = λ
α,[a]
j with probability
pαj (a) = Tr
[
ρˆj(0)Pˆ
α,[a]
j
]
.
In our simulations, we neglect the relatively small dis-
order in the tunnelling and interaction parameters. We
also neglect the presence of the harmonic confining trap:
assuming diffusive motion, the doublons in the trap cen-
ter will not travel an appreciable distance towards reso-
nant regions in the trap edges before decaying. We ex-
pect both of these features to result in small shifts to the
effective disorder strength and diffusion coefficients, but
not to affect the main features of our results.
As we are interested in only the total doublon popula-
tion, we let each sampled trajectory correspond to a dif-
ferent quenched disorder realization and a different ran-
dom initial product state configuration respecting the lat-
tice filling (see comparisons with exact results in Fig. 7).
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FIG. 6. Dependence of measured τ on U/12t. Left: experimental data. The lattice depth is tuned from 12–15 ER to vary U/12t
by a factor of approximately 2.5. The crosses represent experimental points, which are interpolated to create the colormap.
Right: GDTWA numerical results.
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(c)
FIG. 7. GDTWA benchmarking in 1D. A comparison of the total doublon number dynamics obtained from exact diagonalization
of the DFHM(a,d) and GDTWA (b,e) is shown for a periodic 1D chain of eight lattice sites. These simulations were carried out
with U/12t = 2.5, and the results were averaged over 100 disorder realizations for each disorder strength. The top row (a-c)
corresponds to an initial loadout of two doublons and no singles, while the bottom row (d-f) corresponds to an initial loadout
of two doublons and one single of each flavor. Panels (c) and (f) give the doublon population time-averaged over the last half
of the time interval shown. For system sizes accessible by exact simulation, the initial doublon population quickly jumps to the
steady state, without any further relaxation features observable on longer timescales.
Each dynamical curve in Fig. 2 and the dynamical curves corresponding to the decay times in Fig. 3 results from
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FIG. 8. GDTWA variation of decay times with singles den-
sity. A comparison of GDTWA decay times at selected values
of ∆/U for a 6×6×6 lattice with different initial singles den-
sities. These results were averaged over 50 disorder/initial
configuration realizations, with each configuration also aver-
aged over 50 GDTWA trajectories. Here, U/12t = 1.8, and
the initial doublon density remains fixed at 11%. While the
steady-state population depends strongly on the initial sin-
gles density, the robustness of the decay time to this parame-
ter allows comparison with experiment, despite the spatially
varying density in the trap.
averaging 500-1,000 such trajectories in a 4 × 4 × 4 lat-
tice with periodic boundary conditions, with a randomly
distributed initial loadout of fixed doublon and singles
densities (with an even mix of singles spin orientation).
Additionally, we multiply the simulation results by a phe-
nomenological particle loss factor using the measured loss
rate when comparing to the experiment (see Fig. 2). In
benchmarking, we have generally found that the resulting
decay times are robust to variations in the singles den-
sity at all disorder strengths (see Fig. 8). The insensitiv-
ity to density enables comparison with the experimental
doublon decay timescales, despite the variation in singles
density across the trap. For extracting decay times in
Fig. 3, we utilize the same initial doublon and singles
densities (for all disorder strenghts), which are represen-
tative of the typical initial densities measured in the trap
center (we set the initial doublon density to 0.11, and the
total particle density to 〈n〉 = 0.59).
While the numerical simulations at moderate and late
times are consistent with a single exponential decay, an
initial rapid dephasing process at very short times devi-
ates from this prediction. Such a feature is not resolvable
in the experimental data, which have an approximately
thermal initial state rather than a product state, and in
which very short time dynamics are not accessible due
to the finite quench speed. In order to extract consistent
decay times, we perform two different fitting methods on
the simulation data. The first method is optimized to ac-
curately capture the initial decay of the numerical data,
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FIG. 9. GDTWA relaxation times from biased fits. A com-
parison between experimental (black circles) and GDTWA
decay times (blue squares) is shown. The GDTWA decay
times are extracted utilizing a (disorder-dependent) sampling
function consisting of delta peaks at the experimental hold
times, weighted by the appropriate experimental uncertainty.
The error bars show the fit standard error, obtained from a
linearized curvature analysis.
while the second is optimized for comparison to the ex-
periment. In the first method (displayed in Fig. 3), we
fit the dynamical curves to an exponential decay with a
nonzero steady-state, and we constrain this function to
start at the exact initial doublon number. This technique
leads to decay times that incorporate the effect of these
rapid early time decay dynamics (see Fig. 2). An uncon-
strained fit virtually ignores the early time regime and is
more heavily influenced by the long period of slow, expo-
nential relaxation at late times, leading to an underesti-
mate of the decay time and a significant underestimate of
the initial doublon number. In the second method, which
is displayed in Fig. 9, we only use simulation data at
times corresponding to the experimental measurements.
This latter method takes into account experimental bias
from the selected hold times, thus providing a consis-
tency check between simulation and experiment. This
technique produces generally better quantitative agree-
ment in the crossover regime.
In contrast to the decay time, the steady-state doublon
fraction is strongly dependent on the singles density and
generally increases as more initial singles are added to
the system. To compare with the dynamical data from
the experiment in Fig. 2, for each disorder strength we
perform simulations for various singles densities (each dif-
fering by ≈ 0.03) and select the simulation corresponding
to the best weighted least-squares fit to the experiment.
Keeping the initial doublon density fixed at 0.09, we find
best-fit total particle densities 〈n〉 = 0.22, 0.53, 0.53, and
0.41 for Fig. 2(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), respectively. While
this best-fit singles density is generally representative of
the initial densities measured in the experiment over a
wide range of disorders, for small disorders the best-fit
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singles density are well below reasonable values for the
singles density in the experiment, to the point where a
vanishingly small initial singles density cannot accommo-
date the measured change in doublon density. This is the
result of various decay processes in the clean system not
being captured by GDTWA, resulting in a higher equi-
librium doublon fraction. However, we still find that the
extracted decay timescales are generally consistent with
experiment in this regime.
Appendix C: Reaction-Diffusion Model
In this model, we let each particle species obey a R-
D equation, e.g. for the doublon number nd(r, t), as a
function of space r and time t,
∂tnd = Dd∇2nd + S(r)(ns↑ns↓ − ndnh). (C1)
The source term S(r) has contributions from quantum
fluctuations and disorder. Here we focus on the latter
contribution, relevant when disorder is not too small.
S(r) is modeled by a small constant clean-system reac-
tion probability p, together with a Boolean step function
signifying resonance with local energy difference µ(r),
S(r) = p+ Θ (γ − |µ(r)− U |) , (C2)
where γ is the width of the resonance and µ(r) is the
difference of two independent random local energies from
the speckle distribution,
℘(µ) =
1
2∆
exp (−|µ|/∆). (C3)
The resulting S(r) distribution yields a reaction (S ≈
1) with probability
P ({S = 1}) = p+
∫ U+γ
U−γ
℘(µ)dµ
= p+ exp(−U/∆) sinh(γ/∆), (C4)
which is also the average of S(r). We expect γ ≈ √2zt for
lattice coordination number z (z = 6 for a cubic lattice in
3D), though the exact form is unimportant for the general
conclusions we wish to draw. We also find that the form
of S(r) is qualitatively similar to the form obtained by
convolving the speckle distribution with a heavy-tailed
Lorentzian resonance peak.
To proceed, let us work to linear order in nd (con-
trolled in the dilute limit) and take t ∆, arriving (with
D = Dd) at a linear differential equation with an inho-
mogenous random source term,
∂tnd(r, t) = D∇2nd(r, t)− S(r)nd(r, t). (C5)
The homogeneous solution to the heat equation of a
point particle in d = z/2 dimensions is n(r, t) =
(4piDt)−d/2 exp
(−r2/4Dt). The linear diffusion range
grows as
√
2dDt, which is also proportional to the number
of sites sampled when d = 1. In 3D, however, the number
of sites sampled grows linearly in time as NS = αDt with
α ≈ 1.32. This yields a decay constant
Γ = αD(∆)
[
p+ exp(−U/∆) sinh
(√
2zt/∆
)]
. (C6)
For a diffusion constant of the form D(∆) =
D0 exp (−∆/∆0), we fit the model to the experimen-
tal data with unknowns p, D0, and ∆0, resulting in
the line shown in Fig. 3. The best fit parameters are
p = 0.011±0.007, ~D0/t = 4±1, and ∆0/U = 0.88±0.09.
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